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1. Description of the dataset
The study examined the spatial distribution of photo locations of locals and tourists in Lund using Flickr data.
Locals are users who have their origin inside the large bounding box
Tourists are users who have their origin outside the large bounding box
Large bounding box coordinates:
Upper left corner: 56.1°N, 12.65°E
Lower right corner: 55.5°N, 13.75°E

Figure 1: Large bounding box to separate locals and tourists, small bounding box to extract photo locations for Lund.
The photo locations of the area of Lund were extracted using a bounding box with the following coordinates:
Upper left corner: 55.752°N, 13.090°E
Lower right corner: 55.660°N, 13.310°E
The dataset has been cleaned afterwards by merging multiple user's photo locations with the same coordinate into one
location.
Original Dataset:

Cleaned Dataset

Locals:
Number of different users
Number of different photo locations
Number of different photos

151
3168
7728

151
3168
3261

Tourists:
Number of different users
Number of different photo locations
Number of different photos

339
2098
7184

339
2098
2144
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2. Method to calculate the density of photo locations
To estimate the number of photo occurrences per unit area, we performed a kernel density analysis using the photo
locations. Kernel density is a way of estimating the intensity of points by creating a smooth surface using a bivariate
probability density function.
Kernel density estimation:
Kernel bandwidth
300 m
10 m
Cell size
The following figures show the density of the photo locations for locals and tourists. As shown in the Figures 2 and 3,
both locals and tourist tend to cluster in the city center. But there are also some places that are mainly photographed
by locals such as Western parts of the city or that are mainly photographed by tourists, e.g. the Southeastern part of
the city.
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Figure 2: Density of photo locations of locals.
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Figure 3: Density of photo locations of tourists.

3. Method to calculate the relative difference between photo density of locals and tourists
Next, we calculated the normalized density difference as follows:
Dd = DL / max (DL) ‐ DT / max (DT)
where Dd measures the relative difference between photo density of locals and tourists, DL and DT are photo density of
locals and tourists at a location, respectively, and max (DL) and max (DT) are the maximum photo density of locals and
tourists within the study area. To account for the total amount of difference between the two user types, we
normalized the density value by the maximum density for each user type, so the range of density for both sources is
between 0 and 1. This allows us to compare density at each location as opposed to other locations. As shown in Figure
4, some locations stand out in the map of density difference as places with high photo density of locals, such the
Southern and Western part of the city center. On the other hand, the Northern part of the city center have significantly
higher normalized photo density of tourists.
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Figure 4: Normalized density difference between photo locations of locals and tourists.
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